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In this paper we introduce a new approach to realistic rendering at interactive rates on commodity graphics hardware.
The approach uses efficient perceptual metrics within a decision theoretic framework to optimally order rendering
operations, producing images of the highest visual quality within system constraints. We demonstrate the usefulness
of this approach for various applications such as diffuse texture caching, environment map prioritization and radiosity
mesh simplification. Although here we address the problem of realistic rendering at interactive rates, the
perceptually-based decision theoretic methodology we introduce can be usefully applied in many areas of computer
graphics.
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Many important graphics applications demand realistic rendering of complex scenes at interactive
rates (simulation, training systems, virtual environments, scientific visualization, games), but this
is a computationally intensive process for which satisfactory solutions do not yet exist.
Performance increases in hardware-based graphics accelerators have enabled significant
improvements in rendering capabilities, but concurrent increases in user requirements for realism,
complexity and interactivity mean that computational demands will continue to outstrip
computational resources for the foreseeable future.
Over the years, many researchers have developed efficiency schemes to reduce the computational
load of the rendering process. Level-of-detail methods, frustum, occlusion, and detail culling, and
image-based representations all seek to reduce the number of polygons that need to be sent
through the graphics pipeline. The vast majority of these approaches take advantage of geometric
visibility to speed up the rendering process.
Since realism is often the goal of rendering, greater efficiencies can be realized by taking
advantage of the limitations of the human visual system and not rendering scene features that will
be imperceptible. Significant advances have recently been made in the development of perceptual
rendering metrics ([6],[17],[41],[46]), which use computational models of visual thresholds to
efficiently produce approximated images that are indistinguishable from the highest quality “gold
standard” renderings. While these perceptually-based approaches are promising, two factors limit
their usefulness for interactive rendering. First, computing the metrics is itself a computationally
intensive process that can take seconds or minutes. The investment in computing a metric may
prove efficient in an offline application, but the demands of interactive rendering do not allow
sufficient time for metric computation. Second, these metrics are based on threshold measures of
the visible differences between a rendered image and a “gold standard” image. In an interactive
rendering scenario, time and resources are typically so limited that the differences will be well
above threshold. Here the appropriate question is not, “how can I create an image that is visually
indistinguishable from the gold standard”, but “how can I make an image of the highest possible
quality given my constraints”. Methods that RUGHU possible rendering operations to achieve high
quality within system constraints offer a promising solution.
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In this paper we introduce a new framework for realistic rendering at interactive rates using
commodity graphics hardware. This approach uses efficient perceptual metrics within a decision
theoretic framework to optimally order rendering operations, producing images of the optimal
visual quality within system constraints. We applied this framework to develop a cache
management scheme for a hardware-based rendering system that uses map-based methods to
simulate diffuse and non-diffuse global illumination effects. We also demonstrate the usefulness
of the system by symplifying the radiosity mesh used to represent the global illumination solution.
In the following sections, we first review previous work and outline the framework. Then, we
describe the design and implementation of three applications. Finally, we present the results
produced by the system, evaluate our contributions, and discuss future work.

 35(9,286:25.
 ,QWHUDFWLYHUHQGHULQJ
Interactive hardware-based rendering systems have existed for more than three decades.
Limitations in hardware capabilities and expanding demands for complexity and realism have
always constrained the performance of such systems. Over the years, many techniques have been
developed to improve the rendering efficiency of such systems. Space does not permit an
exhaustive discussion of these efforts but [2],[9],[37] and [39] provide comprehensive reviews.
Many of these techniques aim to reduce the number of polygons sent through the graphics
pipeline. One class of algorithm uses progressive geometric simplification (levels-of-detail,
LODs) for components of the scene ([34]). Given the location of the observer, geometric or
perceptual metrics determine which LOD to use to satisfy frame rate and image quality
requirements. A second class of algorithm, Frustum|Occlusion|Detail culling, computes visibility
and discard non-visible polygons ([1],[9],[16],[35],[52],[57]). In densely occluded models, these
techniques drastically reduce the number of polygons sent to the hardware. A third class of
algorithms uses image-based representations to replace distant objects with images called
impostors, which are warped to produce perspective effects ([13],[36],[51],[53]).
Researchers from UNC recently presented a system that combined several of these techniques
([2]). While these techniques are worthwhile, they treat surface shading as a black box, and
therefore overlook the potential for using shading approximations to increase system
performance.

 5HDOLVWLFVKDGLQJ
Most interactive rendering systems only calculate the diffuse reflection in an environment.
However the increasing power of today’s graphics hardware allows more sophisticated shading
effects such as transparency, specular and glossy reflections, and soft shadows, to be added.
Recently, research has been done to support more accurate reflection and global illumination
effects, but these techniques make intensive use of the hardware and typically reduce frame rates
([14],[39],[65]). Moreover, most of these techniques only simulate a subset of shading effects,
and it is unclear how to combine them or to include them in other systems. Alternate approaches
to realistic shading for interactive rendering use image based representations and simulate
shading effects by reprojection ([3],[32]). While these methods avoid the costs of recomputation,
their memory requirements are often high.
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Other shading methods for interactive rendering are linked to specific global-illumination
algorithms. Some of these methods add a hardware-based rendering pass to display results from a
global illumination solution ([55],[56]). Additional approaches make use of massively parallel
computation to obtain interactive frame rates through ray-tracing ([38],[60],[67]). Recent work
has decoupled lighting and display processes to provide interactive display rates while a global
illumination client updates the shading solution at a lower rate ([54],[58],[63]).
When material appearance is more important than physical correctness, simplified shading
representations and approximate reprojection methods such as hardware-based environment
mapping offer excellent performance for interactive rendering. Recently, a number of researchers
have presented methods for doing fast, realistic shading using environment maps ([7],[21],
[24],[28],[29]).

 'HFLVLRQWKHRU\DQGSHUFHSWXDOPHWULFV
Decision theory is widely used in computer science to address resource allocation problems in
caching systems, databases, user interfaces, artificial intelligence, operating systems and
computer games. However to the best of our knowledge, very little work has been done in the
graphics community that explicitly uses a decision theoretic framework. Notable exceptions are
work by Horvitz and Lengyel ([27],[30]) and Funkhouser and Sequin ([18]). Each of these papers
present systems that use perceptual metrics to drive decision theoretic resource allocation
schemes in interactive rendering applications. In these papers, the decision theoretic frameworks
are excellent, but the perceptual metrics they use are limited and do not take advantage of
knowledge of human vision. At the other end of the spectrum is work by Bolin and Meyer [6],
Gibson [20], Myszkowski et al. [40][41][42], Ramasubramanian et al. [46] and Walter et al. [64]
that uses sophisticated perceptual metrics to drive offline photorealistic rendering systems. While
these metrics can produce high quality images that are visually indistinguishable from physically
accurate simulations, their computational expense has limited their usefulness for interactive
rendering.
Recently two papers have been presented to address the use of perceptual metrics for interactive
application. In [33] Luebke uses such metrics to optimize the rendering of geometric levels of
detail. In [15], we presented a work prior to this one where a perceptual metric is employed to
reduce the memory required for each diffuse texture while keeping the best image quality.

 7H[WXUH0DS&DFKLQJ6FKHPHV
Texture mapping is an effective technique to increase the visual quality of images in rendering
systems and now part of commodity graphics accelerators. Current graphics accelerators employ
fast memory for texture storage. To achieve the best possible framerate, all the textures should
reside in texture memory since loading textures from main memory is a slow operation that
causes dramatic framerate reductions. Hardware developers try to address this problem by
increasing texture memory or by speeding up texture swapping operations. However such
improvements do not solve the problem when the total size of textures exceeds the capacity of
board memory.
Hardware texture compression is now frequently used to increase the effective size of texture
memory. A simple lossy scheme presented by S3 [49] can now be found in most off-the-shelf
graphics boards. Talisman [59] is an example of non-standard graphics pipeline that employs a
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hardware-based compression scheme similar to JPEG. A texture compression algorithm based on
vector quantization has been proposed to be used in hardware in [4].
Software caching schemes try to address texture memory limitations by using a subset of the
textures set to render the current frame. Many of the texture caching algorithms described in the
literature use specialized caching schemes to address specific applications. For example,
Quicktime VR [8] cuts texture panoramas into vertical strips for caching purposes. Many simple
metrics, based on viewing distance and viewing angle, have been proposed in terrain visualization
applications [5],[11],[27],[43]. A progressive loading approach for terrain visualization has been
presented in [8]; this scheme tolerates image degradation to ensure framerate during its loading
steps.
While these approaches have proven to be fairly effective, they either do not guarantee frame rate,
or if they do, they cannot guarantee that the rendered image has the best possible quality.
In the following sections we show how an analysis of texture content and illumination conditions
can help to provide high quality rendering at interactive frame rates.

 $1(:$3352$&+)25,17(5$&7,9(5($/,67,&
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 5HQGHULQJXQGHUFRQVWUDLQWV
Rendering complex and realistic 3D scenes is computationally intensive. Since interactive
applications have limited computational resources (e.g. memory, processing), the optimal design
of such systems remains difficult. The problem we intend to address here is how to better allocate
available resources to optimize performance (e.g. image quality, frame rate).

 $GHFLVLRQWKHRUHWLFDSSURDFKWRUHQGHULQJXQGHUFRQVWUDLQWV
This section will introduce the key concepts used in our rendering framework. We will base our
framework on a decision theoretic approach. 'HFLVLRQWKHRU\ is a body of knowledge designed to
help a decision-maker choose optimally between a set of alternatives in light of their possible
consequences. Typically the decision-maker has to choose between a set of possible DFWLRQV each
of which has an expected XWLOLW\. Often, the chosen action is the one that maximizes the total
expected utility.
This formalism can be adapted for interactive rendering. The problem we are trying to address
can be stated in the following way:given a set ofFRQVWUDLQWV, what is the best set of UHQGHULQJ
DFWLRQV that maximize the XWLOLW\ of the rendered images. Figure 1 illustrates the major
components of our decision-theoretic rendering framework. Some examples will clarify the
function of each component.
 &RQVWUDLQWVWe first have to define the constraints of the system, which can be of two different
kinds: UHVRXUFHOLPLWDWLRQVand GHVLJQGHFLVLRQV.
In a hardware based rendering application, the number of textures may be constrained by the amount
of physical memory in the graphics hardware (limited resources). In a raytracing application, the
budget of rays to cast is constrained by the desired per frame computation time (a design decision).
 5HQGHULQJDFWLRQVWe need to consider the rendering actions affected by the constraints and for
each of these actions, the DSSUR[LPDWLRQV the system might perform to respect the constraints.
4

In a raytracing algorithm, possible rendering actions might be: “ compute primary ray” , “ compute
light source contribution” , “ compute specular contribution” …
In many cases the approximations of a rendering action form an ordered set of alternatives. In a
LOD scheme such as [33], the approximations used to display an object are the different levels of
detail.
The set of all approximations used to render an image is called the UHQGHULQJVWDWH of the system.
This state may be modified at each frame or asynchronously.
Next, we have to describe how the rendering actions relate to the constraints by defining the FRVW of
each action and approximation relative to a specific constraint.
In an interactive raytracer, the cost of each rendering action can be evaluated as the number of ray
cast operations needed. For an OpenGL application, the cost might be defined as the number of
primitives that have to be rendered.
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)LJXUH'HFLVLRQWKHRUHWLFDOIUDPHZRUN
  8WLOLW\ IXQFWLRQV In order to decide which rendering actions to take, we need to be able to
measure the XWLOLW\of a rendering state, which can be defined as how different the image produced
by the current state is with respect to a JROGVWDQGDUG image that represents the best output of the
system without constraints.
One of the important insights that makes decision theory useful in interactive rendering is that the
utilities of different rendering states only need to be ranked ordinally to allow optimal decisionmaking. This allows us to create fast methods for evaluating the utility function, since it is only
necessary to calculate an accurate ordering of different states rather than accurate values for each
state.
 5HVRXUFHDOORFDWLRQ the ordering and decision making processes are embodied in a UHVRXUFH
DOORFDWLRQDOJRULWKP whose role is to determine at each frame the rendering state that minimizes the
cost and maximizes the utility. Unfortunately, in the general case the problem of maximizing utility
under the set of constraints is NP complete ([19],[27]). While some approximations exist for the
general case ([27],[50]), in many instances we can design an algorithm that takes advantage of the
specifics of our problem domain ([15],[27],[33]).
It is important to point out that in the design of interactive systems, the computational cost to
make decisions has to be negligible with respect to the rendering cost. In particular the cost of
calculating the utility of different rendering approximations and executing the resource allocation
algorithms has to be extremely low.
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 8WLOLW\PHWULFV
To guide the selection of a rendering state for each frame, we need to measure the utility of a set
of rendering approximations. As demonstrated by [27] and [66] utility largely depends on the
user’s WDVN. For example, technical illustrations may have higher utility than photographs for
training purposes, but photographs have higher utility when judging material properties. The
dependence of the utility function on the task is key to being able to generalize the decision
theoretic framework to various kinds of rendering algorithms. Consequently, the utility function
has to be defined with respect to the target application context.
We will now formalize the utility function for one particular application context that is
‘interactive realistic rendering’. Let 4M be the utility of the system at frame W. The system is
characterized by the set of rendering actions $ {D N } required to display an image which can be
computed using a number of different approximations M N . The rendering state - at time W is given
by the set of approximations in use at that time, and is written as -M {M N O M } where M N O M is the
approximation used for action D N at time W. The utility 4M of given frame can be written as:
4Q = Ê T( MP ,Q
P

)



The above formulation expresses the facts that the utility of the system is the sum of the expected
utility T M N O M  of each rendering action. In most cases, T M N O M depends only on the selected
approximation M N O M . However, more complex applications may require that the quality of a
rendering action D N depends of the choice of DOORWKHUUHQGHULQJDFWLRQV (to capture interactions
among the actions), and/or WKH KLVWRU\ RI SUHYLRXV DFWLRQV (to capture temporal effects such as
popping). These cases are beyond the scope of this paper but might be the subject of valuable
future work.
Without losing generality we can assume that the function T is separable in two factors: an
LPSRUWDQFH factor a and an HUURU factor e . We will write
T ( MS ,R ) = a ( MS , R )¼ [- e ( MS ,R

)]



e is the difference between the utility of the current image and the utility of the gold standard. a
acts as a weighting factor that represents the importance of a rendering action. Intuitively we can
say that if a user does not care about a particular action (a0), then rough approximations will
not significantly decrease utility. Conversely, if the action is important (a1) utility will strongly
depend on the error e. In our formulation, the maximum utility is 0 (i.e. the gold standard image)
and decreases to – as coarser approximations are used.

 3HUFHSWXDOO\EDVHGXWLOLW\PHWULFV
An important instance of the utility function is when the goal of the rendering system is
photorealism. In this case the utility function measures how visibly different the rendered image
is from a photorealistic gold standard. In this context, we will call the utility measure 4 TXDOLW\.
The task dependence of 4 simply becomes the goal of reproducing the visual appearance of a
scene.
From equation (2) we can now describe the quality function as the product of two terms: the
YLVXDOVDOLHQF\ a of artifacts introduced by the rendering action and the SHUFHSWLEOHHUURUe.
6

A metric based on a psychophysical model of the human visual system is well suited to accurately
measure visual differences in images.
Metrics for visual saliency are a new area of research in computer graphics. [69] has introduced a
sophisticated metric based on low-level visual processing and a model of attention that produces
conspicuity maps used to evaluate the probability that a change in an image will be detected. This
work holds great promise for the future, but this metric is currently computationally expensive to
be used as it is in an interactive system. Until now, the most efficient implementation of this
metric has been done by Haber et al. in 2001 [22]. As will be explained in section 5, we will
follow the work of [27] to define saliency as a function of the image area subtended by the result
of a particular rendering approximation. In the future, more sophisticated and efficient saliency
models can replace this one without modifying this framework.
Perceptible error can be computed through the use of a 9LVLEOH 'LIIHUHQFH 3UHGLFWRU 9'3 ([12]).
VDPs have become an important foundation for perceptually-based approaches to rendering ([6],[17],
[40],[41],[42],[46]). VDPs predict the per-pixel probability that observers will detect a difference
between two images rendered using different approximations. Most VDPs incorporate three models of
human vision: OXPLQDQFHVHQVLWLYLW\, FRQWUDVWVHQVLWLYLW\, and YLVXDOPDVNLQJ (Figure 2).

)LJXUH/HIWWKUHVKROGYHUVXVLQWHQVLW\IXQFWLRQ
0LGGOHFRQWUDVWVHQVLWLYLW\IXQFWLRQ
5LJKWPDVNLQJIXQFWLRQ
The threshold vs. intensity function (TVI) describes the luminance sensitivity of the visual system
as a function of background luminance, modeling visual adaptation. The contrast sensitivity
function (CSF) describes variations in sensitivity for patterns of various spatial frequencies. The
visual system’ s nonlinear response to pattern contrast is described by the masking function.
Previously published VDPs are too computationally expensive for interactive rendering systems.
Fortunately, since we are using the VDP within a decision theoretic framework, we are primarily
interested in UDQNLQJ the rendering actions in terms of their contributions to image quality.
Therefore we can often roughly approximate the YDOXHV of the terms in the VDP without changing
the rank RUGHU of the rendering actions. This allows us to develop a VDP that can be evaluated at
interactive rates.
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 $SSOLFDWLRQFRQWH[W
The decision-theoretic framework presented in the previous section can be applied to any
interactive application where allocating resources can be easily handled (texture memory, number
of primitives sent to the pipeline, number of rays…). The only prerequisite is to be able to define
a utility function 4 that depends on the user’ s specific task.
Although some recent approaches have dramatically improved the performance of interactive ray
tracing engines and seem very promising for the future ([38],[61],[62],[63]), these techniques
remains inappropriate for scenes containing a large number of polygons and light sources, leaving
the hardware-based approach a practical solution for interactive rendering. However, we foresee
that a perceptually-driven decision theoretic approach can also be efficiently used in a ray-tracing
context.
The performances of today’ s hardware-based interactive rendering systems are also constrained
(by polygon fill rates, texture map capacity, and polygon count). When users require
photorealistic elements in their scenes, the time to rasterize all the primitives or the memory
required to display all the appropriate maps (texture maps, environment maps, light maps) is
often greater than today’ s board capacities. In many cases, using simple heuristics to handle this
problem might fail. For instance, when too many maps have to be displayed on the same frame,
[15] has demonstrated that simple metrics might ensure image quality at the price of a dramatic
reduction in frame rate. Decision theory and fast perceptual metrics are therefore a practical
solution to cope with the allocation problem.

 2YHUYLHZRIRXUUHQGHULQJV\VWHP
We have applied the framework to improve the performance of an interactive realistic rendering
system that uses commodity graphics hardware.
This system allows interactive walkthroughs of high-quality global illumination solutions. It
renders indirect diffuse reflection (with the help of a radiosity algorithm) and indirect arbitrary
reflection (with the help of pre-filtered environment maps).
We decided to not use any complex or specific hardware architectures or parallel computers and
focused only on standard PCs (Pentium III) with off-the-shelf graphics boards (Nvidia™ GeForce
II). These assumptions result in a system that can be used on typical PCs. To this end, we also
used a standard OpenGL implementation (release 1.2).
As seen in Figure 3, two uncoupled processes are respectively responsible for JOREDOLOOXPLQDWLRQ
FRPSXWDWLRQ and LQWHUDFWLYHGLVSOD\. A third one is introduced to handle the UHVRXUFHDOORFDWLRQ
problem. This design allows to use any global illumination algorithm without modifying either
the display process or our resource allocation algorithm.
Each scene is composed of a set of polygons organized into objects. This representation
facilitates modeling, data manipulation and the simulation of non-diffuse reflection.
The global-illumination algorithm used is an optimized, spectral version of the hierarchical
radiosity [23]. For the scenes included in this paper, computation of the radiosity solution is a
view independent process that takes one to two minutes.
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The radiosity algorithm estimates the diffuse radiosity values for each patch and subpatch in the
scene. As a result, each input polygon has a solution mesh attached to it. For complex polygonal
objects, interpolated normals allow more accurate (and smoother) representation of the radiosity
solution and non-diffuse effects. We use a geometric simplification algorithm with a
perceptually-based criterion to reduce the complexity of the mesh on each patch (see section
5.3.2). For efficient display, each radiosity solution is inserted in an optimal data structure based
on interleaved vertex arrays and display lists (OpenGL functionalities). To further increase the
efficiency of the system, hierarchical frustum culling is also used.
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 +DUGFRQVWUDLQWVLQLQWHUDFWLYHUHDOLVWLFUHQGHULQJ
The performance of hardware-based interactive rendering systems is not only constrained by
polygon count but also by fill rates and texture map capacity. The level of realism demanded by
today’ s applications requires the extensive use of various types of maps (texture maps, light
maps, environment maps…), making these constraints all the more relevant.
New perceptual metrics dedicated to hardware-based rendering are described hereafter to solve
this problem. Our perceptual metrics will combine image space information (i.e. luminance,
contrast and frequency content), with object space information (e.g. material properties, texture
content and environmental illumination).
9

We first decided to apply our perceptually based decision theoretic framework to solve the
difficult diffuse texture map management problem. This is described in section 5.2.
Then, when environment maps are used to convey directional effects, additional processing is
also needed for each map, creating still more work for the graphics hardware. A second
application described in section 5.3 extends our map management to non-diffuse reflections.
Finally, a third application presented in section 5.4 uses perceptually based utility functions and
decision theory to simplify radiosity meshes.

 'LIIXVHWH[WXUHPDQDJHPHQW
 0RWLYDWLRQ
Today, mip-mapping is traditionally used to avoid aliasing artifacts associated with texture
mapping. Current graphics hardware implements perspective-correct mip-mapping, which
interpolates between textures of different resolutions based on the projected area of the pixels
being rendered. However, for a given projected polygon, hardware always selects the same mipmap level, whatever its texture and its illumination condition. In the example shown in Figure 4,
level 1 has always been selected by the hardware (with 3 distinct textures).
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)LJXUH,PSURYLQJPLSPDSVHOHFWLRQ
To reduce memory usage, coarser representation of the textures can be used without any
perceivable loss in the visual quality of the resulting frame and unnecessary mip-map levels can
be removed from the board memory. A perceptual metric based on information such as texture
contrast, frequency content, illumination condition and occlusion effects might improve decisions
made by the hardware.

 5HQGHULQJDFWLRQVDSSUR[LPDWLRQVDQGFRVWV

We first define our set of rendering actions D N as the drawing of textured polygons with diffuse
reflectances. In order to maximize the frame rate, we have to ensure that the current texture set
we use is smaller than texture memory. When this is not possible, the scene should be displayed
with the texture set that maximizes visual image quality, while respecting texture memory
constraints. To obtain this set, we can only load a subpart of each original mip-map pyramid
(called from now on VXES\UDPLG), chosen using a perceptually-based quality metric.
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Next, we define a texture tuple as (7 N , M N ) to be the rendering approximation of a texture mip-map
pyramid 7 N rendered using a subpyramid starting at level M N (higher values of M N correspond to lower
resolution). For each subpyramid we define a cost function F N as equal to its size in memory.

 $QHIILFLHQWSHUFHSWXDOO\EDVHGTXDOLW\IXQFWLRQIRUGLIIXVHWH[WXUHPDSV
For each texture, the quality metric has to predict the differences in visual quality between the
image rendered using the texture subpyramid (7 N , M N ) and the one with the high-resolution “ gold
standard” image texture pyramid (7 N , Y N ) (0Y N <M N ). Thus, our resource allocation scheme can be
seen as the maximization of the total quality 4, while keeping the total cost & = Ê¯ F¯ smaller than

texture memory limits.
Intuitively, the benefit T° M N of a rendered texture is proportional to the probability a° M N that we
are focusing our attention to this specific texture, and the visual degradation e° M N that may occur
by reducing its resolution.
More precisely, this can be written as:
4XDOLW\IXQFWLRQqD(ji  9LVXDOVDOLHQF\aD(ji  3HUFHLYHGHUURUe D(ji 

We can then formally write the overall quality of the rendered image as:
¸ µ ³

Ê´ ·

µ (¶ ´ ) ³

Ê´ [º

µ (¶ ´ ) ² [± ¹ µ (¶ ´ )]]



Here, W has been removed from the equation for clarity since history is not taken into account in
this implementation of the framework. In this formulation, the maximum benefit is 0 when we are
using the gold standard texture pyramid and it decreases when we use lower resolution
subpyramids.
Figure 5 illustrates the calculation of each of these two terms (a and e).
Following [27], we model visual saliency as proportional to the pixel coverage of the texture in
the current frame. This is a statistical model based on the premise that we are focusing our
attention on each part of the image with equal probability. We can simply write
Á ¼ (¾À
»)¿ ½ »



where $ N is the area in pixel covered by texture 7 N .
Other heuristics for a could give greater weight to the central area of an image (as this is usually
where people look in a walkthrough system). An interesting extension to this work might look at
eye tracking systems to develop importance-based saliency metrics that provide greater values for
a where the users focus their attention in the scene.
The perceptible error term e° (M N measures the perceptible differences between image rendered
using the gold standard texture pyramid and the one rendered using a subpyramid. It can be
written as:

Ê

Ë $ ,Ç
Û
e Ê ( M ) = ÄÆÂ Å Ä ÌÌ É ¼ I Ê (P, M ) ÜÜ
$
É
È Ã Ç
É
Í
Ý



É

where Y Ë is the lowest mip-map level visible in the current frame for texture 7 Ë (finest resolution
used), P is the P-th mip-map level (P is greater than Y Ë ), $ Ë is the area covered in the gold
standard image by texture7 Ë ,$ Ë Ì Í is the area covered in the gold standard image by P, and IÎ PM Ë
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computes the error using a filtered texture M Ë (with a lower resolution) versus a higher resolution
one, P.
As seen in Figure 5, the error produced by using M Ë is the weighted average of the visible errors I in
the regions drawn in the “ gold standard image” using the different mip-map levels P(P<M Ë ).
4XDOLW\IXQFWLRQ qD(ji =

9LVXDOVDOLHQF\aD(ji
a D(ji $UHD$ Ï FRYHUHG
E\WKHWH[WXUH

7H[WXUH
L

Ñ Ò Ñ Ó

 3HUFHLYHGHUURUe D(ji 

*

M Õ = ZHLJKWHG DYHUDJHRI 
 SHU PLS  PDSHUURUV I Ö ( P, M Õ )

eÖ

$Ð

Ñ Ô

ó-å)ì)å)ê ä-çô)á î%çê ê õ î%ä"å"ï8ã à8á âå
öi÷ ñê ïä"á ç àïçð ï9øã èç ÷ å

× Ø Ù ÞÛ Ü Ý
×ØÙ Ú"Û Ü Ý
ß à9á âã äiå æçè'é-ê å"ëê åì)å"êí8ã äî%ä"å"ïEç ä
ç à8ç éé-ð ñ=æã èçá ã ñ%àò ñ ð-á âã äò ð çèå

)LJXUH4XDOLW\IXQFWLRQFDOFXODWLRQ
To evaluate IÎ , we use a formulation based on a Visible Difference Predictor, VDP [12]. A VDP
predicts the per-pixel probability that an observer will detect a difference between two images
rendered using different approximations. Using this model of the human visual system, the
perceivable error can be written as the product of the VDP times the physical error. For the levels
when Yù  P < Mù (the ones that need to be drawn but are not in the subpyramid (7 Ë , M Ë )), the error
can then be estimated as:
     1 
( , ) 
,

ú
Ê
 ,   
,

(

)

ý
þÿ   ,    ,      ,  ü
û



Here, IÎ PM Ë is equal to the difference D in color & using mip-map level M Ë instead of P multiplied
by the probability of detection of the error 9'3 , normalized by the pixel coverage. The color
differences in this paper are calculated in the CIELAB color space.
The color C at a pixel x,y is defined as:
&

,

=7

,

¼,

,

where & is the pixel color, 7 is the trilinearly interpolated texture color and , the Gouraud
interpolated vertex color (illumination).
Note that all the illumination information , used to calculate perceived error are tone mapped,
clamped and quantized to be as they will appear on the final display device. By doing so, our
perceptual quality metric is more accurate since it is based on the actual values that will be
displayed on the screen.
We chose the 9'3 developed by Ramasubramanian [46] for its accuracy and computational
efficiency.
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This 9'3 is defined as:
034 6
5 1
/102 !#" $&%('*) + ,.-

The 79, term describes the luminance contribution to error visibility while the (OHYDWLRQ factor
captures the changes in error sensitivity caused by the spatial frequency content of the image. It is
based on a contrast sensitivity function (&6)), corrected by a masking function.
In this formulation, the luminance dependent 79, component can be computed in real-time once
per frame, but the spatially-dependant (OHYDWLRQ component one cannot, which makes this VDP
too slow to be used in a real-time system.
The insight that allows us to speed up the computation is the fact that our application does not
require a metric that is accurate for each pixel but only for each texture. The efficiency of this
new metric derives from evaluating the spatial contribution as a pre-process (which can be done
during mip-map pyramid creation), and by evaluating the simpler luminance component on the
fly. By taking this approximation, we obtain a VDP formulation that is efficient enough for realtime applications, while accurately predicting the perceived error for each texture. With these
modifications, the function IÎ PM Ë becomes:
I S ( P, M E )=/XPLQDQFH&RQWULEXWLRQ¼6SDWLDO&RQWULEXWLRQ
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where 7 T U V is the mth mip-map level of texture L, 7~X , W the average color of this mip-map level and
Y~
the average luminance on the screen in the area covered by this mip-map level, and finally,
\ ^ ] ` [ ~^ ] Z ~
is the average diffusely-reflected luminance.
,
, _
Spatial contribution computation : ([DPSOHVKRZQ M y =3,P=0 .
_
acb d1e agfhd
i jKk=j&il

acb dwe agfhd
i jnk=j&i.x

S



SpatialContribution

(ji,m)
0.069

m i jnk f.o b pq

rb s s jKtuj qQv j

0DS

Some results :
7H[WXUH
Level 0

Level 3

Spatial Contribution = 0.069

7H[WXUH
Level 0
Level 3

Spatial Contribution = 0.041

7H[WXUH
Level 0

Level 3

Spatial Contribution = 0.014

)LJXUH&RPSXWDWLRQRIWKHVSDWLDOFRQWULEXWLRQ
Let us describe the meaning of this equation with the help of Figure 6, the spatial contribution
term can be seen as a normalized sum of the SHUSL[HOGLIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWKHWZRPLSPDSOHYHOV
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divided by WKHHOHYDWLRQYDOXHDWWKLVSL[HO. The differences are now taken on the texture values 7
and not the color ones as before. In order to take into account the actual illumination of the
texture in the scene, the spatial contribution has to be multiplied by / T U V before being divided by
the TVI term.
If the same texture is used for different objects under different conditions of illumination and with
different material properties, we estimate Iz PM T for each object and keep the maximum estimate.
To guarantee a more conservative approach and avoid overestimation of masking effects the
U|
Equation
(7)
can
be
replaced
by
Elevation
term (OHYDWLRQ 7 T U V {  in
U|
U|
PLQ (OHYDWLRQ 7 T U V { (OHYDWLRQ 7 T U } T {  as described in [12]. In our tests, we did not notice any
significant difference between these two approaches.
Figure 7 presents some (OHYDWLRQ PDSV used to evaluate spatial contributions. For each texture,
the elevation map is presented below. For each elevation map, the brighter the value of a pixel,
the higher the frequency component is. As we can notice elevation maps accurately detects high
frequency features in the textures. The elevation map of the last texture, a lightwood, is almost
black since the corresponding texture contains almost no high frequency component.

)LJXUH(OHYDWLRQPDSVIRUVRPHWH[WXUHV FRPSXWHGKHUHDWWKHLUILQHVWUHVROXWLRQLHOHYHO
)URPOHIWWRULJKW7LOHV0DUEOH:RRGWLOHV:RRG

 5HVRXUFH$OORFDWLRQ$OJRULWKP
During a walkthrough, decisions need to be made to respect the system constraints. In the
application described above, these decisions concern the loading/unloading and the determination
of the best resolution for diffuse texture maps.
These decisions are made by our UHVRXUFHDOORFDWRU algorithm which can be summarized as:
1. TextureIDMap:
a. Acquisition  Per-pixel information
b. Treatment  Per–object and per-texture information
2. Perception metrics  Estimates (qD)
3. Resource Allocation

Combined together, these steps have a non-negligible cost. We decided to amortize the total cost
by distributing the computation steps over time, especially the switching of textures to avoid large
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demands on the hardware at the same time. By doing this, the overhead per frame does not exceed
a couple of milliseconds.
This entire process is illustrated in Figure 8 and described in the next three sections 5.2.4.1,
5.2.4.2 and 5.2.4.3.
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)LJXUH7H[WXUH,'0DSDFTXLVLWLRQDQGHVWLPDWHFRPSXWDWLRQ
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 7H[WXUH,'0DS

We use the graphics hardware to compute an optimized data structure (called the 7H[WXUH,'0DS
that simplifies the process of obtaining values needed by our perception metric. The structure
used here is an extension of the TextureIDMap presented in [15]. Its treatment provides the
following information:




Luminance.
Material properties -  s,  d, texture.
Pixel coverage and mip-mapped levels used for each texture.

We obtain these information with a single display pass, where for each polygon, the 5, *, % and
a values of the vertices are set as:
RP=ObjectID; GP=TextureID; BP=255;

P=I

To determine the mip-map levels required when rendering with the high-resolution gold standard
texture set, we render the polygons with a special mip-mapped texture, whose values are constant
over the texels. This encodes the mip-map pyramid levels:
RT=1; GT=1; BT=Mip-Map Level;

T=1

The combination of the polygon color and this texture (with blending operation) fills the framebuffer with all the required information. After this step, all per-pixel information has been
calculated.
Treatment of the frame-buffer values now provides the final information required (e.g. pixel
coverage per texture, average of I per object, etc). Additional material property information is
obtained from each object ID. Since the allocation algorithm runs asynchronously, we use a
prediction camera placed slightly behind the location of the actual viewing camera to anticipate
the appearance of previously non-visible textures.
The 7H[WXUH,'0DS predicts mip-map level usage while solving the occlusion problem. If a
textured polygon is occluded by another one, its texture quality is reduced, eventually to zero.
Visibility of objects is also treated. Unlike previous texture caching approaches our metric takes
occlusion events into account. This allows us to handle both open environments such as terrains
and cluttered environments such as architectural scenes.
 3HUFHSWLRQ0HWULFV&RPSXWDWLRQ
Once the TextureIDMap has been generated, our algorithm calls the perception metric to obtain
estimates (T ’ s) for each visible texture.
In Figure 8, we demonstrate the computation of quality measures for the wallpaper texture
(number 3). To clearly show the effect of this texture on quality, the images presented in this step
only show information on this texture; black pixels represent areas where the texture is not
present. Below these images, the values obtained from the metrics are presented. Note that levels
0, 1 and 2 produce no value since only levels above 2 need estimates (here, levels 0 and 1 are not
used in the “ gold standard” image). We present in this figure D4 ’ s instead of 4 ’ s since our
ordering algorithm for texture management actually uses delta values (see section 5.2.4.3).
Finally, the graph shows the effect that using different approximations (mip-map levels) has on
the quality measure. It illustrates that coarser approximations significantly reduce quality with
almost no gain since the higher levels of a mip-map do not require much additional memory.
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 5HVRXUFH$OORFDWLRQ
Once the quality values are obtained, the resource allocator has to make decisions regarding the
mip-map subpyramids. Our optimization algorithm minimizes the decrease in quality and
maximizes the reduction in memory usage for textures. To summarize, starting with the gold
standard solution, it reduces its overall quality until system constraints are met.
Please note that when the system does not reach its limits, full rendering is performed (i.e. gold
standard images). Decisions are made when the system is constrained, otherwise all diffuse
texture mip-map levels can be used.
We first sort all the possible texture subpyramids with respect to DT ( M , M + 1) / DF ( M , M + 1)
(estimated degradation between level M and M  divided by memory saved while using level M 
instead of level M ). By doing this, all the quality estimates for every diffuse texture are mixed
together in one list. The heapsort has been selected over the quicksort algorithm for its better
behavior in ranking preordered and/or small sets of values. Starting with the full texture set, we
then keep reducing its size by discarding the texture levels that have smaller
DT ( M , M + 1) / DF ( M , M + 1) until the size of the set is smaller than the allowed size (i.e board texture
memory).
By doing so, non-visible mip-map levels are discarded first (maximum decrease in memory for no
reduction in quality). Then, visible mip-map levels that produce low reductions in quality are
removed. Consequently, this optimization algorithm allows zooming in close to a surface while
getting the appropriate fine resolution mip-map level since all other textures will have been
removed before.

 ([WHQVLRQWRQRQGLIIXVHUHIOHFWLRQV
 'HFLVLRQ7KHRUHWLFDSSURDFKIRUQRQGLIIXVHUHIOHFWLRQV
Our interactive system handles non-diffuse reflections with the help of environment mapping
techniques (as described hereafter). Today’ s hardware can only display a small number of
environment maps or a significant reduction in the frame rate may occur. We would like to
benefit from our decision theoretic approach to efficiently manage the display of all the
environment maps used to represent the scene. Perception metrics can be used to determine the
non-diffuse reflections that are more salient for the observer.

 +DQGOLQJFRPSOH[UHIOHFWLRQVLQKDUGZDUHEDVHGV\VWHPV
We first need to briefly describe the rendering equations used to display diffuse and non-diffuse
surfaces in a single pass at rendering time.
In the general rendering equation, the luminance L at a point x in a specific direction wout is equal
to:
  ( ,    ) 

       
  
×  ( ,    ,  )    ( ,    )  cos   

where fr is the so-called bidirectional reflection distribution function (BRDF). Many BRDF
models are divided into two terms (a diffuse component, and a non-diffuse/directional
component).
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The general rendering equation can then be rewritten as:
!#"#$
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where r) and r* are weighting factors with rd+rs=1.
Since the diffuse term is direction
independent, we can rewrite L as
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and use any global illumination algorithm to obtain the irradiance for each point in the scene.
Non-diffuse reflections may be rendered with environment map methods ([21]). Although they
only approximate purely specular reflections, environment maps can produce convincing viewdependent effects. Pre-filtered environment maps ([7],[24],[28],[29]) offer a means to render
glossy reflections. Here the BRDF is taken to be a filter, and convolution techniques produce an
“ image” of the reflected environment. In our system, we use Kautz’ s hardware-accelerated prefiltering algorithm [29] to render glossy surfaces. We adapted this method to our environment
maps and use an image-processing library to realize the convolution pass. As in [29], we are able
to compute and filter an environment map DWUHQGHULQJWLPH. These maps can be attached to any
object in the scene and rendered as necessary. As stated in [28], various BRDF models may be
used to filter an environment map. Here we use the normalized Phong model for its simplicity
and efficiency. We use multi-texturing capabilities to combine the diffuse contribution and nondiffuse contribution in one pass (see some results in Figure 9). In this context, the rendering
equation used for our hardware-based rendering becomes:
`

ac
d d
d_
ac YZ ac
V#W#X (^ , #V W#X ) f b ] T I e b \ [ (^ , , V#W#X )

where 7 is a diffuse texture (with its mip-mapped levels), , is the Irradiance divided by p
(provided by the global illumination process), and )g the filtered environment map at [ (computed
using the spectral properties of the material).

)LJXUH+DUGZDUH%DVHGQRQGLIIXVHVXUIDFHV UHQGHUHGLQUHDOWLPH 
FKURPLXPSXUHVSHFXODUFRSSHUORZJORVVPDUEOHOD\HUHG

 5HQGHULQJDFWLRQVDSSUR[LPDWLRQVDQGFRVWV

Here, the set of rendering actions D¶ is the computation and display of filtered environment maps
)H . Since computation time is the main constraint here (the larger the BRDF lobe, the lower the
resolution implied by the filtering process), the set of possible approximations is limited to
displaying the environment map or not. The associated cost is the rendering time which is
roughly equivalent for each environment map.
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 $QHIILFLHQWSHUFHSWXDOO\EDVHGTXDOLW\IXQFWLRQIRUQRQGLIIXVHPDWHULDOV
To make decisions and respect hardware constraints, we have to predict the visual importance of
each environment map attached to each non-diffuse object.
We can formally write the quality Th of an object L as:
j k ( i ) p m k ( i ) o [n l k ( i )]



Similar to the diffuse case, the saliency term for a non-diffuse object can be written as:
w r (tv
q)u s q



where $ x is the area in pixels covered by object L.
Unfortunately, since view-dependent mapping deforms the reflected image, it is not possible to
compute the exact (OHYDWLRQ factor from the environment maps. We define a metric that is similar
to the one presented in section 5.2.3 (equation (7)) but we take the VSDWLDOFRPSRQHQWto be the
per-pixel differences between the highest and lowest mip-map levels weighted by the average of
the elevation map for the diffuse mip-map level used. This modification captures the reduction of
sensitivity to environmental reflections caused by masking effects created by the diffuse texture.
We can thus write the perceptible error term as:
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where 7 x is the underlying diffuse texture and M x its approximation for the given frame.
If an environment map is used on different objects, the highest estimate is kept.
It should be noted that this metric is independent of the BRDF model used since it is directly
based on the filtered environment map. Therefore, different reflection models can be introduced
without changing the formulation.
In presence of arbitrary reflectances, we have to take into account the effect of a non-diffuse
reflection on the perception of the underlying diffuse texture when surfaces exhibit diffuse and
non-diffuse behavior (rs>0). To predict the perception of the diffuse texture, we have to
generalize the formulation of the perceived error e presented in the section 5.2.3. Now, the TVI
term will depend on both the diffuse and non-diffuse reflected luminances.
Now I PM x becomes:
I ¡ (P, M  )=/XPLQDQFH&RQWULEXWLRQ¼6SDWLDO&RQWULEXWLRQ
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with ¦ , ª¬« § ¨ © ~¦ , © ¢~ (average diffuse reflection) and  ³µ´ ® ² ¯ ~ (average non-diffuse reflection of
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)

the environment)
The only difference between this equation and equation (7) is /¶ added in the TVI term.
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These two metrics takes the perceptual consequences of a large range of surface reflectance
effects into account. These effects are related to the irradiance on each polygon, the magnitude
and contrast of the surrounding environment, and the material properties of the object (r· and r¸ ,
the spread of the lobe and texture on the object); they are illustrated in Figure 10.
In this figure, it can be seen that the contribution to the quality measure that depends on the
diffuse texture 4 decreases when the non-diffuse reflection becomes dominant. This occurs
with increasing values of r· (see 2, 5 and 8), or under low illumination conditions (compare 5 and
7). This phenomenon is also accentuated for low contrast textures (e.g dark wood – see 1 and 4).
The contribution to quality that depends on the reflection of the environment (4¹ ) decreases when
the contrast of the reflection is reduced because of low environmental contrast (compare 5 and 9),
or low-pass filtering by the BRDF (see 3 and 6), and increases when the diffuse reflection
becomes low (see 5 and 8).

1

2

Black wood (rs=0)
QD = 0.691
QE = 0.0

4

3

White wood (rs=0)
QD = 1.391
QE = 0.0

5

Black wood (rs=0.3)
QD = 0.156
QE = 0.00991

6

White wood (rs=0.3)
QD = 1.149
QE = 0.00484

8

7
White wood (rs=0.3)
QD = 0.478
QE = 0.00907

Specular (rs=1)
QD = 0.0
QE = 0.01991

Silver (glossy, rs=0.85)
QD = 0.0 (no texture)
QE = 0.01167

9

White wood (rs=0.7)
QD = 0.447
QE = 0.01340

White wood (rs=0.3)
QD = 1.360
QE = 0.00148

)LJXUH4XDOLW\ 4 DQG4¹ HVWLPDWHV
SURGXFHGE\WKHPHWULF
LPDJHVUHQGHUHGLQUHDOWLPH 
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 5HVRXUFH$OORFDWLRQ$OJRULWKP
During an interactive session, decisions need to be made to respect system constraints with
respect to the display of several environment maps per frame. In this application, these decisions
concern the computation, loading and unloading of environment maps.
Here, the goal for our optimization algorithm is to minimize the decrease in quality as well as the
computation time for environment maps. Decisions are made when the system is constrained
otherwise all environment maps can be used and displayed.
The algorithm presented in 5.2.4 is modified to manage both diffuse textures and environment
maps. First, the TextureIDMap treatment provides visibility information for each non-diffuse
object. Then, both perception metrics (T and T¹ ) are calculated. Finally, the resource allocator
processes diffuse estimates and non-diffuse estimates to make decision with respect to diffuse
textures and environment maps.
If the system runs into constraints, the resource allocator allows omission of environment maps
computation, and/or display, for objects whose pixel coverage is not too large (e.g. pixel coverage
below 0.1% of the screen pixels). As for the diffuse texture case, environment maps with lower
quality values are discarded first. The system first determines the number of maps it can actually
display to sustain a given frame rate. This number (initialized to the total number of environment
maps visible on the screen) may decrease when in some circumstances the target frame rate
cannot be accomplished.

 &RQVWUDLQWEDVHGUDGLRVLW\PHVKVLPSOLILFDWLRQ
 0RWLYDWLRQ
To demonstrate the generality of our framework we also applied its concepts to our radiosity
mesh simplification process.
Mesh simplification on radiosity meshes might significantly reduce the large amount of data
required after computation to represent the illumination solution (i.e. the mesh elements and their
radiosity values). At the earlier stages of the resolution process, when light sources emit their
power, refinement of the scene polygons might create fine mesh elements that may be
unnecessary to represent the final solution. Indeed, after the many iterations required to compute
the multiple bounces of the scene global illumination, the radiosity solution is in many
circumstances, a lot “ smoother” than the sole direct illumination solution. Adding a mesh
simplification algorithm at the end of the radiosity computation has proven to be useful to greatly
reduce the size of its final solution ([26]).

 7KUHVKROGEDVHGPHVKVLPSOLILFDWLRQ
After radiosity computation, each input polygon has a mesh of radiosity elements attached to it.
Our previous algorithm was quite simple. For all input polygons, a recursive process, starting
from the bottom of each hierarchy of elements, determines at each LQWHUQDOQRGH (i.e. a node that
is not a leaf) if the variation of illumination over its surface can be reproduced without its subelements. If so, the sub-elements are removed from the hierarchy. To make this decision the
algorithm compares the illumination variation reconstructed from the node and from its four
descendants. If the difference between these two reconstructions is below a fixed threshold,
removal is authorized (see Figure 11).
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This algorithm has two major drawbacks. First, a threshold-based algorithm does not give any
control on the size of the resulting mesh. Given the illumination condition, in some cases, almost
no simplification can be realized. When performance is an important factor, such an approach is
not very useful. Second, it uses a simplification criterion that is solely based on photometry. This
criterion does not take into account perceptual effect such as masking and contrast sensitivity to
make its decisions. Using a perceptual metric might greatly help to exploit visual limitations and
remove mesh elements in an unnoticeable way.
º

BI=| BI- 14 » BChildren of I |
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BI=Radiosity of I

If (dBI/BI < Threshold) then
remove the children of I

Node I

Children of I

)LJXUH3KRWRPHWU\EDVHGVLPSOLILFDWLRQFULWHULRQ

 3HUFHSWXDOO\GULYHQGHFLVLRQWKHRU\IRUPHVKVLPSOLILFDWLRQ
Therefore, a radiosity mesh simplification algorithm is also good candidate for application of our
decision theory framework. Indeed, the hardware is greatly constrained by the number of
polygons it can rasterize per frame.
In the gold “ standard image” each element has to be displayed. However, this rendering action
can be approximated with meshes that contain fewer elements. The cost for each approximation
is equal to the number of elements contained into the mesh.
Instead of using a threshold, we would like to let the system (or the user) fix N, a number of
displayable mesh elements and let the algorithm finding the most appropriate elements to
reconstruct the illumination as close as possible to the actual one. Therefore, the role of the
resource allocator is to use a utility function to maximize the image quality while reducing the
number of elements to the fixed constraint k.
To do so, let us define a SQRGH. A node in a hierarchy of radiosity elements is defined as a S
QRGH when all its children are considered as leaves of the hierarchy. To reduce the mesh,
simplification has to occur at a p-node level. The p-node becomes itself a leaf and its parent
might become a p-node as well. To apply our decision theory framework and keep the final
number of elements under a fixed constraint, we consider each input polygon hierarchy of
elements. We first compute for each internal node the difference dBI between the radiosity
function at this node and the one constructed from its children (as in Figure 11). We then sort all
dBI/BI (and their respective nodes) in a single list (and ensure that a node will be always inserted
after its children). Once this process is done, that list contains values and nodes from all
hierarchies. The list is finally traversed until the constraint (the final number of elements) is met.
During this traversal, each list element is a p-node when encountered; its four children can then
be removed from their respective hierarchy decreasing the total number of elements by 3.
This algorithm gives acceptable results as described before. It provides the capability to control
the size of the radiosity mesh used for the walkthrough. However, an algorithm using a perceptual
metric would provide better results. To do so, we simply replaced our previous photometry-based
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criterion (dBI/BI) by a new one using the VDP defined in section 5.2.3. Our perceptually based
criterion is:
Ö

d% ¼ 9'3 =

Ö

d%
1
Ö ¼
79, ( % ) (OHYDWLRQ(0)



Where (OHYDWLRQ represents the elevation map of the polygon texture. Since this mesh
simplification is completely view-independent, we use the finest mip-map level (level 0) as a
heuristic to predict where highly contrasted features may cause masking effects.
Our final algorithm finds the N most perceptually important mesh elements. It discards elements
in areas where masking effects or contrast conditions create unperceivable illumination variations
and will keep others where the eye might notice subtle differences.
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We first compared our algorithm with a classical load/unload priority scheme that uses a heuristic
based on visible textures without any texture analysis. In many circumstances this texture
management heuristic fails. Indeed, if in one frame all the visible textures overload the board
memory, this heuristic will preserve image quality but at the price of a dramatic reduction in
frame rate. In our test we found that in some cases, this method could only produce 4 frames per
second while our algorithm yielded rates above 60 frames per second. Figure 12 shows on a
simple case how simple metrics might fail. Progressive loading as in [8] would solve this
problem but without any guarantee on image quality.
We used two test scenes to evaluate the texture map management approach explained in this
paper. Our first test scene is a highly textured architectural scene containing approximately
100,000 radiosity elements after mesh simplification. Figure 13-A shows the variation over time
of values of the total quality function (4×Ø ), for each texture L present in this environment. As the
observer moves into the scene, new parts of the scene become visible (or occupy more space on
the screen), while others go out of view. As a result, the evaluation of the quality function varies
with time. Figure 13-B presents the evolution of the active texture set over time for the same
scene during the same walkthrough. This graph shows the minimum mip-map levels that are
loaded onto the graphics board for each texture present in the scene. As one can observe, in this
walkthrough, most of the time the minimum mip-map levels used are 1 or 2 except between the
50th second and 65th second of the walkthrough where dramatic changes in the rendering state
occur. This corresponds to a particular moment of the walkthrough where the observer has moved
toward a picture on the wall to see it in greater detail. As he moves toward the picture, the
resource allocator gives more memory to this particular texture to permit rendering it at full
resolution (level 0). As a result, this affects the approximations chosen for the other textures and
some of them are almost completely removed from the board memory. We also tested this scene
with high-resolution textures (1024 by 1024) to greatly overload the board memory (the set of
textures was 4 times bigger than the memory allowed by our system). Under these conditions, the
rendering system ran at 3 frames per second. With the framework presented in this paper the
framerate remains above 40 frames per second as shown in Figure 13-C. In Figure 14 we can
observe that the images rendered using our system at 40 frames per second are very close to the
gold standard images rendered with no degradation but a 3 frames per second.
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Some snapshots from this walkthrough scene are shown in Figure 15. In these images the diagram
on the left indicates the approximation chosen for each texture (the longer the bar, the coarser the
approximation). The graphs indicate that the optimal texture set is different for each location. The
image on the lower right shows the scene when the observer has moved toward the picture.

 (QYLURQPHQWPDSV
To illustrate our second quality function (for surfaces with arbitrary reflectances), we used the
second scene “ chess pieces” presented in Figure 16. The scene contains 20,000 radiosity mesh
elements after simplification. Each chess piece has its own complex material property (i.e pure
specular, glossy material, and varnished wood with different rÙ and rÚ ). Reflections are rendered
with the help of filtered environment maps at 25 frames per second. As the observer moves
around the chessboard, the relative effect on the quality 4Û of the reflection on each piece varies.
In the various views shown in Figure 16, the graph on the left indicates the ranking given by our
resource allocator. Each non-diffuse object is represented with a colored square. In this graph, the
higher the square, the more visually important is its reflection of the environment onto this piece.
Each bar on the right-hand part of the graph represents the value of 4Û at that time. As the
observer moves toward the chessboard, fewer pieces are visible but their respective importance
increases (as the saliency term gets larger).

 2YHUDOOSHUIRUPDQFHVZLWKGLIIXVHDQGQRQGLIIXVHUHIOHFWLRQV
Figure 17 illustrates performance for two constrained rendering situations. In the first case
(highest curve, cache 1), the system had to respect a fixed frame rate constraint (30 fps) whatever
the effect this had on image quality. In the second case (lowest curve, cache 2), the system had to
avoid dramatic changes in the rendering state to maintain a particular image quality level (which
implies a reduction on the obtained frame rate). In both cases, we can observe that although initial
frame rates are low (initialization time), performance improves and reaches equilibrium as the
framework begins to operate.

 5DGLRVLW\PHVKVLPSOLILFDWLRQ
A third test scene has been used to illustrate our constraint-based mesh simplification algorithm
(Figure 18). For this scene, the mesh resulting from the radiosity computation consists of 41000
elements. We fixed the number of elements to be displayed to be 10000 and tested both
criterions. In our experiment, our perceptual metric produced better results than the photometric
criterion as we expected.
As one can notice in Figure 18, when using the photometry-based approach, some artifacts appear
on the ceiling. The perceptually based approach has detected the strongly visible illumination
gradient that is not masked by any texture. It produced more mesh elements in this area. Fewer
elements have been generated in the left part of the scene where illumination conditions are
darker and masking effects are induced by the texture of the wall. Masking effect also permits the
perceptually based algorithm to discard some elements on the floor and the red carpet. We
obtained similar results on the architectural scene (shown in Figure 15).
Further investigations might provide a better system (e.g view-dependent mesh reduction).
However, this experiment was set up to prove how easy perceptually driven decision theory could
be applied to many constrained graphics systems.
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In this paper we have introduced a new approach for realistic rendering of complex environments
at interactive rates on commodity graphics hardware. The approach uses a framework grounded in
decision theory and visual perception to optimize rendering operations.
The framework we have introduced provides a sound methodology for reasoning about the
interactions between application requirements and system constraints, and for finding ways to
balance these conflicting demands to optimize system performance. The tools that decision theory
supplies for optimally ordering potential actions under constraints should be useful in many areas
of computer graphics.
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The framework has been used to develop a cache management system for a hardware-based
rendering system that uses map-based methods to simulate global illumination effects. We have
shown that using the framework significantly increases the performance of the system and allows
interactive walkthroughs of scenes with complex geometry, lighting, and material properties. This
work has introduced several important new components for design of interactive rendering
systems.
The texture/environment maps management system we have developed should be useful in a
variety of interactive rendering scenarios. It could be incorporated into graphics APIs like
Performer, Direct3d or OpenGL to improve the performance of PC rendering applications. It
could be used in client/server rendering for telecollaboration or shared virtual environments,
where client memory and network bandwidth would be the constraints to optimize within. It
could be used to automate the laborious hand-tuning of texture and environment maps currently
done in memory-constrained console gaming applications. It can also be extensible, allowing
additional map-based shading methods (e.g shadow maps, light maps, photon maps) to be used to
increase the realism and performance of interactive rendering applications.
Using this framework, constraint-based radiosity mesh simplification algorithm has been
developed. It provides a strict control on the final size of the mesh. This is very useful to ensure
that a fixed number of polygons is sent to the graphics pipeline or over a network or the Internet.
It can be seen as an efficient compression algorithm.
We have introduced in this paper new perception metrics for realistic rendering. To our
knowledge these are the first decision-theoretic perception metrics fast enough to be used for
interactive realistic rendering. Although they can be evaluated quickly, they are grounded in
visual psychophysics and use both image plane (luminance, spatial contrast and masking) and
object space information (environmental contrast, surface contrast gloss) properties to determine
perceived error. Our final quality metric formulations only depend on factoring the 9'3 as the
product of a luminance component and a spatial component, which makes it practical to use and
independent of the VDP used. Different VDPs can be introduced without changing the
formulations.
While these results are promising, there is much additional work to be done. First, we would like
to develop more comprehensive perception metrics and perceptual utility functions. For
LQWHUDFWLYH UHDOLVWLF UHQGHULQJ, the difficulty is achieving both visual accuracy and high frame
rates. Our VDP metric has been developed as a tradeoff between precision and computation time.
We achieve this by only needing to compute rankings of perceptual utility. Future work on
enhancing the metric has to be carefully done to keep the calculations real-time, and work on
optimizing/simplifying the metric must be done carefully to avoid producing perceptible
distortions. Interesting future work can be done to either further refine the VDP used to provide
more accurate estimates, or reduce it for better efficiency while keeping the same ordering. For
example, we can incorporate the chromatic and temporal properties of vision, and more advanced
models of saliency and visual attention. With such improvements, small and textured moving
objects, as well as vivid colors might be considered as they should: as strong visual attention
attractors. The influence of camera motions might also be considered.
We wish to explore how the perceived quality of a particular rendering state depends on the
history of previous states and the properties of future states to see if further efficiencies can be
gained by exploiting memory and anticipation processes in human perception.
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We also would like to conduct some experiments to evaluate the image quality obtained with our
approach. Again, we would like to emphasize that the goal of this approach is to provide the best
possible output under constraints and not to produce images that are perceptually
indistinguishable from a gold standard. Additionally, our approach has been developed for
walkthrough applications (relatively slow motion compared to flight or driving simulation). For
highly dynamic applications such as these, some assumptions may become invalid. For example,
it is not necessarily true that thresholds given by a static VDP are correct for a dynamic display.
Our tests have shown that this may not be too great a concern for our metric since ordinal ranking
of thresholds is our only concern, however further formal experiments should be done to validate
these observations.
Finally, we would like to develop a better understanding of how the user’ s task influences the
best choice of rendering parameters, so that perceptually-based decision theoretic methods can be
applied beyond realistic rendering to task domains as diverse as scientific visualization, technical
illustration, and artistic expression.
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